
ABOUT US

Since its establishment in 1964, Dah Bah 
Machinery Industrial Inc. has been proac-
tively exploring and developing slitting and 
bag-making technology. With over half a 
century’s worth of fine craftsmanship exper-
tise, Dah Bah’s possession of key technology 
along with its customization services, have 
allowed it to become the leading manufac-
turer in Taiwan’s packaging machinery indus-
try. It is universally acclaimed for its series of 
packaging machinery, such as high-quality 
bag making machines, slitting machines, roll 
rewinding and inspecting machines, emboss-
ing machines, cutting/sheeting machines, 
PVC shrinkable label making machines, spout 
inserting and sealing machines, and sealing 
machines.
Dah Bah has always adhered to the mission of 
“Developing more application possibilities for 
every industry field to serve as the driving 
force for businesses” in creating comprehen-
sive R&D and production systems as well as 
applying strict quality standards. Making use 
of its abundant experience in machinery and 

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY INNOVATOR AND 
THE LEADER OF TRENDS.
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REINFORCED HEADER BAG MAKING MACHINE

its keen insight of the market, Dah Bah is 
committed to leading the development of 
slitting and bag making technologies toward 
innovative interdisciplinary applications. 
Furthermore, it has successfully fulfilled the 
production needs of environmental protec-
tion and biotechnology industries with its 
“copper foil slitting” and “medical bag 
making machines”. 
As for the future, Dah Bah will continue to 
explore new application possibilities in order 
to provide clients with the most competitive 
production solutions. As the driver of diversi-
fication for the application of slitting and bag 
making technology, Dah Bah leads the 
production trend with its novel technological 
mindset and contributes to the development 
of every industry. 

“We are committed to prioritizing 
our client’s needs when it comes 
to production innovation and sur-
passing technological limits.”



REINFORCED HEADER 
BAG MAKING MACHINE

www.dahbah.com.tw  

 The working speed depends on the material condition and bag size.

Model No.
Applicable Material
Maximum Parent-web Width
Maximum Parent-web Diameter
Unwinding Core Inner Diameter
Bag Width Range
Bag Length Range
Machine Speed
Machine Color
Power Supply

AMM-83F
Heat sealable film / paper

800 mm
φ700 mm

φ3"
400-800 mm
100-630 mm

50 Cuts / min.
White

As required

FEATURES

Reinforcement web unwindstation Bottom web edge guiding device Die cutting for reinforcement Reinforcement sealing station

Tyvek sealing station Side sealing station Pneumatic sealing pressure setting (individual） Trim shear cutterStraight sealing station


